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: oe te Dallas, 3/13/64, requesting 
fxom Officer 3. 2. TIppre’s body .., 

7. 

) WILL FRITZ, Dallas Police Department, 
1964, that the three «3S caliber slugs 

: vered from Officer J. D. TIPPIT's body 
the autepsy had been placed in his files by a 

a¥ 6 had not recorded same and that when Captain 
sviously advised this office that only one 

een ered, he was in error and apologized Shing that information. he one slug which was 1] y furnished by the Ballas Police Department , 

body at Methodist Hospital in Dallas just after the shooting of TIPPIT and prior to’ Wits body being taken to Parkland Hospital for autisay; MEWIO Ly 

The thifee [38 eee slugs, which are being transmitted under i oad 2 "dover by registered mail, ware the slugs reeeyered during the autopsy at Parkland Hospital and which the Bureau hes not examined, to-date, The other .38 caliber slug 
Bureau and has 
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3/14/64 

TOs DIRECTOR, FBI (62-109060) ATTN.: FBI LABORATORY 

RE3 ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT 
JOHN FITZGERALD KENNEDY, - 
NOVEMBER 22, 1963, DALLAS, TEXAS 
MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION CONCERNING 

Re Bureau teletype to Dallas, 3/13/64, requesting 
additional bullets removed from Officer J. T. TIPPIT's body. 

Captain WILL FRITZ, Dallas Police Department, 
advised March 13, 1964, that the three .38 caliber slugs 
that were recovered from Officer J. D. TIPPIT's body 
during the autopsy had been placed in his files by a 
detective who had not recorded same and that whan Captain 
FRITZ had previously advised this office that Only one 
slug had been recovered, he was in error and apologized 
for furnishing that information. The one slug which was 
previously furnished by the Dallas Police Department , 
according to Captain FRITZ, was recovered from TIPPIT's 
body at Methodist Hospital in Dallas just after the shooting 
of TIPPIT and prior to his body being taken to Parkland 
Hospital for BULOPBY 6 E124 14, 

The three |. 26 | yiber slugs, which are being 
transmitted under separgld cover by registered mail, 
were the slugs recovered during the autopsy at Parkland 
Hospital and which the Bureau has not examined, to-date. 
The other .38 caliber slug has been previously sent to the 
Bureau and has been compared with the gun in OSWALD’s 
possession at the time he killed Trpprr. 


